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se the oxygen affinity of Cu-based
catalysts for the COx hydrogenation according to
ab initio atomistic thermodynamics†

Andreas Müller, a Aleix Comas-Vives *bc and Christophe Copéret *a

The direct hydrogenation of CO or CO2 to methanol, a highly vivid research area in the context of

sustainable development, is typically carried out with Cu-based catalysts. Specific elements (so-called

promoters) improve the catalytic performance of these systems under a broad range of reaction

conditions (from pure CO to pure CO2). Some of these promoters, such as Ga and Zn, can alloy with Cu

and their role remains a matter of debate. In that context, we used periodic DFT calculations on slab

models and ab initio thermodynamics to evaluate both metal alloying and surface formation by

considering multiple surface facets, different promoter concentrations and spatial distributions as well as

adsorption of several species (O*, H*, CO* and CO*
2) for different gas phase compositions. Both Ga and

Zn form an fcc-alloy with Cu due to the stronger interaction of the promoters with Cu than with

themselves. While the Cu–Ga-alloy is more stable than the Cu–Zn-alloy at low promoter concentrations

(<25%), further increasing the promoter concentration reverses this trend, due to the unfavoured Ga–

Ga-interactions. Under CO2 hydrogenation conditions, a substantial amount of O* can adsorb onto the

alloy surfaces, resulting in partial dealloying and oxidation of the promoters. Therefore, the CO2

hydrogenation conditions are actually rather oxidising for both Ga and Zn despite the large amount of

H2 present in the feedstock. Thus, the growth of a GaOx/ZnOx overlayer is thermodynamically preferred

under reaction conditions, enhancing CO2 adsorption, and this effect is more pronounced for the Cu–

Ga-system than for the Cu–Zn-system. In contrast, under CO hydrogenation conditions, fully reduced

and alloyed surfaces partially covered with H* and CO* are expected, with mixed CO/CO2

hydrogenation conditions resulting in a mixture of reduced and oxidised states. This shows that the

active atmosphere tunes the preferred state of the catalyst, influencing the catalytic activity and stability,

indicating that the still widespread image of a static catalyst under reaction conditions is insufficient to

understand the complex interplay of processes taking place on a catalyst surface under reaction

conditions, and that dynamic effects must be considered.
1 Introduction

Today, a large effort is directed at nding solutions to decrease
the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) and its atmospheric
concentration by conversion or sequestration processes since
its atmospheric concentration directly relates to the observed
climate change.1 One of the possible routes towards a carbon-
neutral society is based on the so-called methanol economy,2–4

where CO2 is converted into methanol, a key chemical
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intermediate and a fuel additive, via hydrogenation using
“green” H2, coming from renewable energy sources. This would
lead to an overall decarbonisation of our economy (eqn (1)).5,6

CO2 + 3H2 # CH3OH + H2O; DH273K = −49.5 kJ mol−1 (1)

CO2 + H2 # CO + H2O; DH273K = 41.25 kJ mol−1 (2)

CO + 2H2 # CH3OH; DH273K = −90.5 kJ mol−1 (3)

CO2 + 4H2 # CH4 + 2H2O; DH273K = −165.0 kJ mol−1 (4)

This reaction typically competes with the (reverse) water gas
shi ((R)WGS) reaction (eqn (2)) as well as other reactions such
as the hydrogenation of CO (eqn (3)) or the Sabatier (CO2

methanation) reaction (eqn (4)). The choice of catalysts is
crucial to drive the efficient use of hydrogen and the reactions
towards the desired product, e.g. methanol.7,8
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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In this context, some of the most promising catalysts are
based on copper usually dispersed on or stabilized by oxide
supports, e.g. Cu/ZnO/Al2O3. These catalysts were originally
developed and are still used for the hydrogenation of CO to
methanol. This process based on the conversion of syngas
(mixture of H2/CO at ratios between 2 : 1 and 3 : 1) is carried out
in the presence of small quantities of CO2 (a few %) at high
temperatures (200 to 300 °C) and pressures (50 to 100 bar).9,10

Themain advantage of such Cu-based catalysts is the absence of
over-reduction of CO or CO2 to hydrocarbons via the Sabatier
reaction (4), which would be thermodynamically favoured and
would waste large quantities of hydrogen in the feedstock to
produce methane, a greenhouse gas and a molecule of lower
value than methanol.11

In recent years, large attention has been refocused on
investigating these Cu-based catalysts for the hydrogenation of
pure CO2 or CO2-rich gas feeds containing CO.12–54 This has led
to the development of several processes towards large-scale
application.55–59 Nevertheless, hydrogenation with CO2-rich
feeds usually suffers from product inhibition, reducing the
overall activity of the catalyst.60 Furthermore, low methanol
selectivity is also observed in the low pressure range due to the
competing RWGS-reaction.61 Finally, the production of large
quantities of water causes catalyst deactivation, thus reducing
the long-term catalyst stability.62

This has led to refocused research efforts to increase the
activity, selectivity and stability of Cu-based catalysts.63,64

Detailed mechanistic studies using Surface Organometallic
Chemistry (SOMC) and thermolytic molecular precursors
(TMP),65,66 among others, have highlighted the role of the
interface and specic promoters between Cu nanoparticles and
the oxide supports.67–70

It was also shown that the presence of promoters like Ga or
Zn can generate Cu–Ga- or Cu–Zn-alloy NPs upon treatment
under H2. The addition of these promoters also greatly
increases methanol selectivity, in particular at high conversion
and low pressure. Detailed operando X-ray Absorption Spec-
troscopy was able to show that under reaction conditions (T =

230 °C, 15 bar H2, 5 bar CO2), full and partial dealloying takes
place for Ga and Zn in a partially reversible process upon
switching from a CO2/H2 to a pure H2 atmosphere, clearly
showing that dynamic phenomena readily take place in these
systems.71–74 Such process is reminiscent of what has been dis-
cussed for the Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalysts, further fuelling the
debate regarding the nature of the catalytic active sites.75–81

Furthermore, it is consistent with the rich chemistry of Cu–Zn-
and Cu–Ga-alloys, that display similar yet distinct alloying
behaviour and phase diagrams (vide infra).82,83

In parallel, computational chemistry has emerged as
a powerful technique for understanding heterogeneous
catalysts84–91 and also helped unravel the role of the support in
methanol synthesis.68,92 We aim to understand from rst prin-
ciples calculations the state of Cu–Ga- and Cu–Zn-based alloys
under a broad range of reaction conditions, ranging from a pure
hydrogen atmosphere under which catalysts are typically
prepared, to typical CO/CO2 hydrogenation conditions. We will
interrogate the stability of Cu–Ga- and Cu–Zn-alloys and their
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
propensity to interact with multiple relevant adsorbates (O*,
H*, CO*, CO*

2) under these conditions, extending our previous
work for pure Cu surfaces.93 We will focus our study on the most
stable facets of Cu-based alloy NPs promoted with Ga and Zn by
modelling the gas phase composition and temperature via ab
initio atomistic thermodynamics. Since promoters are usually
the minor species, we will consider a fcc-solid solution of both
alloys under reaction conditions.
2 Theoretical methods
2.1 Computational details

All Calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package (VASP)94–96 with a cut-off energy of 400 eV.
The structures were optimized using the projector augmented
wave (PAW) method (plane-wave basis set with pseudopoten-
tials)97,98 using the official VASP pseudopotentials99 and the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange–correlation func-
tional.100,101 Default settings were used for VASP if not stated
otherwise. Electronic occupancies were determined according
to a Methfessel–Paxton scheme with an energy smearing of
0.2 eV. The convergence criteria for the electronic SCF-loop
(EDIFF) was set to 10−5 eV. The ionic relaxation was consid-
ered converged when the norms of all the forces were smaller
than 10 meV �A−1 (EDIFFG = −0.01). The ions were relaxed via
the conjugate gradient algorithm (IBRION = 2). The Mon-
khorst–Pack k-point mesh was used to sample the Brillouin
zone; 11 × 11 × 11 for bulk, 3 × 3 × 1 for the slabs, and only at
the G-point for molecules. Typical input les used for the
calculations are attached to the ESI.† The slab models were
illustrated using Visualization for Electronic and STructural
Analysis (VESTA), a 3D visualisation program for structural
models, volumetric data and crystal morphologies.102
2.2 Ab initio thermodynamics

The stability of all surfaces considering the adsorption at given
conditions was calculated using ab initio thermodynamics.103

We used the same approach as described in our last work
(Müller et al.93). The congurational entropy can safely be
neglected since its contribution to the Gibbs free energy is less
than 3 meV�A−1 for transition metal surfaces and a surface area
per surface site of around 10 �A2 as long as the temperature
remains signicantly lower than 1000 K.104 For a more detailed
discussion than in the main text, we refer the reader to the ESI.†

2.2.1 Chemical potential. The chemical potential of a gas
atom at a temperature of 0 K and standard pressure, m0i at 0 K, is
the electronic energy of the substance as calculated by DFT-
based calculations. The temperature- and pressure-
dependency of the chemical potential of an atom in the gas
phase can be calculated using the thermochemical tables105 and
the ideal gas law:

mZ;gas ¼ m0
Z;gas þ DGZðTÞ þ kBT ln

�
pZ

p0

�
(5)
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458 | 13443
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For gases consisting of multiple different atoms, such as
CO2, the chemical potential of a single atom is dened as the
difference of the chemical potential of the whole molecule and
the chemical potential of the remaining molecule without that
specic atom. For example, the chemical potential of O* in CO2

is the difference between the chemical potential of CO2 and the
chemical potential of CO.

mO;CO2
¼ mCO2

� mCO

¼
h
m0
CO2

� m0
CO

i
þ ½DGCO2

ðTÞ � DGCOðTÞ� þ kBT ln

�
pCO2

pCO

�

(6)

Thus, the chemical potential for any atom/molecule Z
directly in the gas phase or a in gas containing Z can be rep-
resented by an equation of the following form:

mZ,gas = aZ + bZ(T) + cZ(T,p) (7)

where aZ contains all the constant terms, bZ(T) contains all
temperature-dependent but pressure-independent terms and
cZ(T,p) contains all both temperature- and pressure-depending
terms. For a xed temperature Tx, the expression in eqn (7)
can be further simplied into the following equation depending
linearly on the logarithm of the individual partial pressures of
each gas:

mZ;gas ¼ dZ
�
Tfix

�þ eZ
�
Tfix

�
$

�
ln

�
pZ

p0

�
or ln

�
pM�Z

pM

��
(8)

where the chemical potential of an atom/molecule Z in the gas
phase for a xed temperature Tx depends only on the partial
pressure of the atoms/molecules in the gas phase.

2.2.2 Chemical potentials under reaction conditions. The
conditions to consider for gas-phase mixtures are those corre-
sponding to the standard experimental particle preparation
(pure H2 or similar reductive conditions), both CO2 and CO
hydrogenation testing conditions used in our group106 and
industrially useful CO2 hydrogenation conditions9 as described
in our last article and others.93,107 Assuming a small conversion
to methanol (<10%), we showed that by using the simplied
equation for the WGS equilibrium constant as a function of the
temperature provided by Moe108 (KWGS(T)) and the RWGS
conversion (xRWGS) as single parameter for any xed tempera-
ture, the partial pressures of H2, CO, CO2 and H2O under
reaction conditions can be calculated based on the initial
partial pressures of the different gases ðp0CO2

; P0
CO; p0H2

; p0H2OÞ:
Assuming that only CO2 and H2O act as oxidising agents, eqn (9)
can be used to calculate the total chemical potential of oxygen
under reaction conditions (mO,tot):

mO;tot ¼ max
�
mO;CO2 ;CO

; mO;H2O;H2

�� m0
O;O2

(9)

where the chemical potentials can be calculated using eqn (8)
and the individual partial pressures based on the RWGS
conversion (xRWGS) can be calculated using the following
equation:

pYðxRWGSÞ ¼ pY;init �
�
pY;init � pRWGS

Y ðTÞ�$xRWGS (10)
13444 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458
Since mO,tot only depends on the ratio of the partial pressures
of CO2 to CO and H2O to H2 and mCO2

, mCO, mH2O and mH depend
linearly on the logarithm of the individual partial pressures
(pCO2

, pCO, pH2
, pH2O; see eqn (8)), rather small changes are ex-

pected by changing the absolute pressures without changing
the relative pressures. By doubling the pressures from the initial
conditions (T = 230 °C, 15 bar H2, 5 bar CO2 to T = 230 °C, 30
bar H2, 10 bar CO2) we slightly increase the initial mH and mCO2

and thus the initial mO. Considering at least minimal RWGS
conversion, mH and mCO2

decrease while mH2O and mCO increase
resulting in practically the same observed chemical potentials
as observed for the initial conditions (T = 230 °C, 15 bar H2, 5
bar CO2). The same trend is observed if the partial pressure is
doubled again resulting in the industrially relevant conditions
(T = 230 °C, 60 bar H2, 20 bar CO2, p

tot = 80 bar). Since mO

depends only on the ratio of CO2 to CO and H2O to H2,
considering minimal RWGS conversion results in equal values
for mO for the three different partial pressures since the ratios of
pCO2

to pCO and pH2O to pH2
are equal in all three cases (compare

eqn (8)). A selection of conditions with explicit values for the
different chemical potentials are shown in Table S1 in the ESI,†
while the changes for the oxygen chemical potentials for
selected starting conditions are shown in the ESI (Fig. S1–S4†).

More signicant changes are observed if the composition of
the feedstock changes. If we replace some of the CO2 in the
feedstock by CO, mO decreases. Fig. 1 shows mO under reaction
conditions depending on themolar ratio of CO2 in the feedstock
(XCO2

) with the colour gradient indicating the progressing
RWGS conversion: from low (yellow) to high (red). Unless a pure
CO-feed is present, some CO2 and H2 are always converted to CO
and H2O by the RWGS-reaction mainly due to the absence of
H2O in the feedstock. Since H2O is a stronger oxidant than CO2

unless no CO is present in the feedstock, mO increases with
increasing RWGS conversion.

If some of the CO2 in the feed is replaced by CO (50%), the
initial mCO increases quite signicantly. Since some CO2 is
always converted into CO by the RWGS-reaction, mCO increases
further due to the progressing RWGS, but this effect is smaller
than the effect of changing the initial gas phase composition.
For the mixed feed, the mH under reaction conditions increases
slightly compared to the pure CO2 feed due to the lower
consumption of H2 by the RWGS-reaction since large quantities
of CO are already present in the feed gas. Moreover, less H2O is
produced by the RWGS-reaction. Together with the lower CO2

partial pressure, this decreases mO from the range of−3.11 eV to
−2.92 eV (corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial pressure
below 10−48 bar at 500 K) to the range of −3.34 eV to −3.01 eV
(corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial pressure below 10−50

bar). This results are again practically independent of the
different initial pressures if minimal RWGS conversion is
assumed (xRWGS > 0.01). Thus, the reaction mixture becomes
slightly less oxidising and as a result, less oxygen is expected to
adsorb on the surface.

If the CO2 concentration further decreases to around 5%, the
same trend continues for the active atmosphere under reaction
conditions: mH increases very slightly, taking practically the
same value as for the case of 50% CO, mCO increases quite
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Chemical potential of oxygen (mO) under COx hydrogenation
conditions depending on the molar ratio of CO2 in the feedstock
(XCO2

). The colour gradient from yellow to red indicates the pro-
gressing RWGS conversion (yellow indicates low conversion, red
indicates higher RWGS conversion, respectively). mO does not depend
linearly on the (R)WGS-conversion (compare Fig. S5 in the ESI†). For
intermediate conditions (0.1 > XCO2

> 0.9), mO under reaction condi-
tions depends linearly on XCO2

. For a pure CO2-feed (XCO2
= 1), mO is

much narrower and lies between −3.11 eV and −2.92 eV (corre-
sponding to an equivalent O2 partial pressure below 10−48 bar at 500
K). For a pure CO-feed (XCO2

= 0), mO is much lower and lies between
−4.07 to −3.93 eV (corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial pressure
below 10−69 bar). Removing the last quantities of CO2 from the
feedstock has the most drastic effect.

Edge Article Chemical Science
strongly, favouring the CO adsorption on the surface and mO

decreases from the range of−3.34 eV to−3.01 eV to the range of
−3.47 eV to −3.13 eV (corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial
pressure below 10−53 bar) due to a decrease of the CO2 partial
pressure and reduced water formation due to the RWGS-
reaction. Overall, this further decreases oxygen adsorption.

The biggest change in terms of oxygen adsorption is observed
if the last 5% of CO2 is removed from the reaction conditions. In
this case, the effect on mH and mCO are minimal. Nevertheless,
due to the absence of both CO2 and H2O in the active atmo-
sphere, the gas mixture becomes signicantly less oxidising
since no oxidant is present, with mO decreasing to a range of
around −4.07 eV to−3.93 eV (corresponding to an equivalent O2

partial pressure below 10−69 bar). Moreover, under these condi-
tions, the WGS-reaction occurs rather than RWGS one.

The effect of the composition of the feedstock on mO shows
that small quantities of CO2 signicantly increase mO under CO
hydrogenation conditions. These results could explain why small
quantities of CO2 are needed in the syngas-feedstock for efficient
CO hydrogenation: CO2 can oxidise the promoter (Ga, Zn) under
reaction conditions (vide infra), either directly as CO2 or, more
likely, indirectly in the form of water produced by the RWGS-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
reaction, forming partial/full promoter surface oxides, with
potential active sites for the CO2 hydrogenation reaction at the
interface of the metallic phase with the promoter (sub)oxides.

2.3 Mixing energy

Themixing energy of a bulk structure is the energy change upon
mixing two elements relative to the individual bulk chemical
potentials:

DEmixing
nX ;nY

¼ EXnYk ;bulk � nX$m
0
X;bulk � nY$m

0
Y;bulk (11)

2.4 Surface energy

We used the same approach described in our last work (Müller
et al.93) to calculate the surface energies of the evaluated systems
(note that we calculate the Gibbs free surface energies). For
a more detailed discussion, we refer the reader to the ESI.† The
surface energy g is dened as the energy needed to generate
a surface from an equivalent bulk structure, normalized by the
surface area of the resulting slab. It can be calculated for mono-
metallic and multi-metallic systems:

gnX ;nY
¼ Etot;surface � EXnYk ;bulk

A
(12)

If an atom Z is adsorbed from the gas phase (the source of
adsorbed Z), the chemical potential of the atom in the gas phase
is subtracted to calculate the surface energy in the presence of
the adsorbate Z.

gnX;nY ;nZ
¼ Esurface;nX ;nY ;nZ � EXnYk ;bulk � nZ$mZ;gas

A
: (13)

Inserting the expression in eqn (8) into (13) results in
a expression depending linearly on the logarithm of the
different partial pressures, obtaining the following equation:

gnX ;nY ;nZ

�
Tfix; p

� ¼ 1

A
$fX;Y;Z

�
Tfix

�� 1

A
$gX;Y;Z

�
Tfix

�

$ln

��
pZ

p0

�
or ln

�
pM�Z

pM

��
(14)

where the surface energy of a model gnX,nY,nZ(T,p) for a xed
temperature Tx depends only on the partial pressure of the
adsorbate atoms/molecules in the gas phase. Under the inves-
tigated COx hydrogenation conditions, this approach works well
for H* and CO*, while for O*, eqn (9) can be used in combi-
nation with eqn (14).

2.5 Cu-alloy phase diagrams

The phase diagrams for the Cu–Ga- and Cu–Zn-systems reveal
some of their key properties. Both are fully miscible and form
alloys (intermetallics and solid solutions) with different struc-
tures depending on the composition. The phase diagrams of the
two bimetallic mixtures are shown in Fig. 2 with the different
crystal structures explained in Table 1.

For low promoter (Ga/Zn) concentrations, both structures
crystallise in a solid solution in which the fcc-structure of pure
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458 | 13445



Fig. 2 Phase diagrams of the two bimetallic mixtures for the Cu–Ga- and Cu–Zn-system. Figures taken and adapted from Okamoto109 (Cu–Ga
phase diagram, (a)) and Okamoto110 (Cu–Zn phase diagram, (b)). For low concentrations of Ga/Zn, both structures crystallise in a solid solution
with the fcc-structure of pure Cu modified by exchanging Cu with Ga/Zn (a-CuGa/-CuZn, coloured in orange). At higher concentrations,
different crystal structures are obtained for the two systems (see Table 1).

Table 1 Crystal structures of the two bimetallic systems: Cu–Ga (Fig. 2a) and Cu–Zn (Fig. 2b)

Cu–Ga Cu–Zn

Phase Crystal structure Phase Crystal structure

(Cu) fcc-Cu (with Ga) (Cu) fcc-Cu (with Zn)
b bcc-Cu (with Ga) b bcc-Cu (with Zn, disordered)
z hcp-Cu (with Ga) b′ bcc-Cu (with Zn, ordered)
z′ Cu0.778Ga0.222 g Cu5Zn8

g, g1, g2, g3 Cu9Ga4 (multiple variations) d bcc-Zn (with Cu)
CuGa2 CuGa2 3 hcp-Zn (with Cu)
(Ga) Ga-structures (Zn) hcp-Zn

Chemical Science Edge Article
Cu is modied by exchanging Cu with Ga/Zn. The Cu–Ga-system
forms this stable fcc-solid solution up to a molar fraction of
around 0.15 to 0.2 atomic% of Ga (a-CuGa, orange area in
Fig. 2a), while the fcc-solid solution is much more stable for the
Cu–Zn-systems up to a molar fraction of around 0.35 to 0.4 Zn
(a-CuZn, orange area in Fig. 2b). For higher promoter concen-
trations, the effect of Ga/Zn becomes increasingly dominant,
resulting in different crystal structures such as the bcc-solid
solution (grey areas in Fig. 2a and b), the hcp-solid solutions,
the stoichiometric z′-phase (Cu0.778Ga0.222) or even more
complex systems at higher promoter concentrations (such as
the g-phase or its variations). In this article, we focus on eval-
uating the composition ranges within the a-phases of both
systems (a-CuGa, orange area in Fig. 2a and a-CuZn, orange
area in Fig. 2b).
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Bulk structures and alloy formation

We started by optimising the bulk structure of reference
compounds, namely fcc-Cu, Cu2O, CuO, hcp-Zn, w-ZnO
13446 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458
(Wurtzite ZnO), fcc-Cu3Zn, bcc-CuZn, b-Ga, b-Ga2O3, fcc-
Cu3Ga, bcc-CuGa, hcp-CuGa and Cu9Ga4 as well as relevant gas
phase molecules (CO2, CO, H2O, H2, O2). Then, the oxide
formation energies of Cu2O, CuO, w-ZnO and b-Ga2O3 and the
alloy formation energies for the fcc-Cu3Zn, bcc-CuZn, fcc-Cu3Ga
bcc-CuGa, hcp-CuGa and Cu9Ga4 were calculated with respect to
their constituents and compared with published computational
and experimental results.

The calculated formation enthalpies for copper(I) oxide
(Cu2O) and copper(II) oxide (CuO) are DfH(Cu2O)

calc = −1.25 eV
(−121 kJ mol−1) and DfH(CuO)

calc = −1.12 eV (−108 kJ mol−1),
which are in acceptable agreement with the experimental data
of DfH(Cu2O)

exp = −1.76 eV (−170 kJ mol−1) and DfH(CuO)
exp =

−1.62 eV (−156 kJ mol−1).111 The calculated formation
enthalpies for wurtzite-like zinc oxide (w-ZnO) and b-Ga2O3 are
DfH(w-ZnO)

calc=−2.91 eV (−280 kJ mol−1) andDfH(b-Ga2O3)
calc

= −9.41 eV (−908 kJ mol−1), which are again in acceptable
agreement with experimental data of DfH(w-ZnO)

exp = −3.63 eV
(−351 kJ mol−1) and DfH(b-Ga2O3)

exp = −11.29 eV (−1089 kJ
mol−1).114
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The differences between calculated and experimental
formation energies (0.51 eV for Cu2O, 0.50 eV for CuO, 0.72 eV
for w-ZnO and 1.88 eV for b-Ga2O3) are most likely due to the
wrong description of the energy of the O2 molecule and metal
oxides when using the GGA-based PBE exchange-correlation
functional. As a consequence, the formation energies of tran-
sition metal oxides are underestimated by a mean absolute
error of ca. 0.83 eV per oxygen atom, while the error in the
formation energies of CuO, Cu2O and w-ZnO are 0.49, 0.53 and
0.77 eV per oxygen atom respectively in comparison to the re-
ported values.115 The reported difference for the bulk formation
energies per oxygen atom are almost identical to our results.
Thus, since O2 is poorly described using the PBE exchange–
correlation functional, adding 1 eV to the calculated energy of
the O2 molecule decreases the difference between calculated
and experimental formation energies to 0.01 eV for Cu2O (Df-
H(Cu2O)

calc,cor = −1.75 eV), 0.00 eV for CuO (DfH(CuO)
calc,cor =

−1.62 eV), 0.22 eV for w-ZnO (DfH(w-ZnO)
calc,cor=−3.41 eV) and

0.38 eV for b-Ga2O3 (DfH(b-Ga2O3)
calc,cor = −10.91 eV); the error

in the formation energies is reduced without over-stabilising
the bulk oxides. For further analysis we will thus use the cor-
rected energy of O2.

The calculated alloy formation enthalpies for fcc-Cu3Ga and
fcc-Cu3Zn are DfH(fcc-Cu3Ga)

calc = −0.39 eV (−37 kJ mol−1) and
DfH(fcc-Cu3Zn)

calc = −0.28 eV (−27 kJ mol−1). The formation of
the fcc-Cu3Ga alloy is thus more favoured in comparison to the
fcc-Cu3Zn one. The calculated alloy formation enthalpies for
bcc-CuGa and bcc-CuZn are DfH(bcc-CuGa)

calc= 0.014 eV (1.4 kJ
mol−1) and DfH(bcc-CuZn)

calc = −0.19 eV (−18 kJ mol−1). Only
the formation energy of bcc-CuZn is negative, as expected from
the alloy phase diagrams of the Cu–Ga- and the Cu–Zn-system
(Fig. 2a and b).82,83 This indicates that bcc-CuZn is stable at low
temperatures, while bcc-CuGa is only stable at high tempera-
tures. The calculated alloy formation enthalpy for hcp-CuGa is
DfH(hcp-CuGa)

calc = −0.066 eV (−6.4 kJ mol−1), thus being
more stable than the bcc-CuGa structure (as expected from the
phase diagram in Fig. 2a). The calculated alloy formation
enthalpy for Cu9Ga4 is DfH(Cu9Ga4)

calc = −1.58 eV (−152 kJ
mol−1), which makes Cu9Ga4 a remarkably stable alloy. The
good agreement of the calculated alloy formation energies with
the experimental phase diagrams gives condence in the
chosen computational methodology. The calculated structural
parameters are also in good agreement with the experimental
ones (see Table 2).
Table 2 Table with all relevant structural parameters of the optimized bu
for the structural parameters gives further confidence about the chosen

Structure Calculated structural parameters

fcc-Cu a = 3.630 �A
Cu2O a = 4.272 �A
CuO a = 4.620 �A, b = 3.515 �A, c = 5.141 �A, b = 98.28°
hcp-Zn a = b = 2.683 �A, c = 4.812 �A
a-Ga a = 4.597 �A, b = 7.761 �A, c = 4.593 �A
ZnO a = b = 3.256 �A, c = 5.237 �A
b-Ga2O3 a = 12.280�A, b = 3.070 �A, c = 5.867 �A, b = 103.78°

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
3.1.1 Bulk mixing energy. The mixing energies for the fcc-
Cu–Ga- and fcc-Cu–Zn-systems are calculated according to eqn
(11) and are shown in Fig. 3. The mixing energy is strictly
monotonic decreasing when adding additional Ga/Zn to the fcc-
lattice for molar fractions up to 0.25 (in a somewhat linear
fashion). The relative stabilisation is stronger for the Cu–Ga-
system than for the Cu–Zn-system (Fig. 3a vs. Fig. 3b)). The
Cu–Ga-system shows a total mixing energy lower (more nega-
tive) than −3.0 eV for 25% Ga, while the Cu–Zn-system shows
a total mixing energy slightly lower than −2.0 eV for 25% Zn.
Nevertheless, when the molar fraction increases to values above
0.25, different energy trends are observed for the Cu–Zn and
Cu–Ga-system; this change is associated with the direct inter-
action between two promoter atoms of the same kind (Ga–Ga-
vs. Zn–Zn-contacts). Hence, the Cu–Ga-system becomes less
stable (less negative) with the mixing energy increasing linearly
with the molar fraction. In contrast, the mixing energy for the
Cu–Zn-system further decreases (becomes more negative) to
a minima around a molar faction of 0.5, but the decrease is less
pronounced for Znmolar fractions in between 0.25 and 0.5 than
for Znmolar fractions lower than 0.25. Surprisingly, the alloying
energy at the minima (Zn molar ratio of 0.5) is equal to DfH(fcc-
Cu16Zn16)

calc = −2.70 eV (−260 kJ mol−1), which is still smaller
than the alloying energy for a Ga molar ratio of 0.25 (DfH(fcc-
Cu24Ga8)

calc = −3.13 eV (−302 kJ mol−1)).
In short, we show that mixing fcc-Cu with either Zn or Ga by

exchanging small amounts of Cu with Zn or Ga stabilises the
system by decreasing its total energy when compared to the
individual bulk structures. The interaction of Cu with Zn or Ga
is thus signicantly stronger than the Zn–Zn- and Ga–Ga-
interactions. Moreover, the differences in the mixing energy
for molar fractions above 0.25 clearly show that Ga–Ga-
interactions are less favourable than the Zn–Zn-interactions.
These trends and the associated thermodynamic implications
can help rationalising the phase diagrams in Fig. 2: Ga–Ga-
bonds are rather weak and destabilise the fcc-Cu3Ga struc-
ture. Thus, other crystal structures with less bonds in general,
but also less Ga–Ga-bonds such as the z or z′ structure (see
Fig. 2a) are observed rather than structures with a higher mean
coordination for the metals. The discrepancy between the
observed change of the crystal lattice and the expected change
based on the mixing energy depending on the Ga molar fraction
(Fig. 3a) is partially due to the Cu–Ga system being a solid
solution instead of an intermetallic system. Accordingly, Ga is
lk structures in this article. The good agreement with experimental data
computational methodology

Reference structural parameters

a = 3.597 � 0.004 �A (ref. 111)
a = 4.268�A (ref. 111)
a = 4.684�A, b = 3.423 �A, c = 5.129 �A, b = 99.54° (ref. 111)
a = b = 2.665�A, c = 4.947 �A (ref. 112)
a = 4.520�A, b = 7.663 �A, c = 4.526 �A (ref. 113)
a = b = 3.250�A, c = 5.207 �A (ref. 114)
a = 12.225�A, b = 3.040 �A, c = 5.809 �A, b = 103.8° (ref. 114)
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Fig. 3 Mixing energies for both the fcc Cu–Ga- (a) and fcc Cu–Zn-
system (b) based on the molar fraction of Ga/Zn. The blue points
indicated data points from calculations of explicit bulk structures. The
difference in behaviour for a molar fraction above 0.25 Ga/Zn indicates
the difference between Ga–Ga and Zn–Zn interactions.

Fig. 4 Top view onto the slab models used for surface energy
calculations with one colour for all atoms of the models. The
adsorption sites are indicated by specific colours (one colour for each
facet) and symbols, which are explained in the legend on the bottom.
(a) (100)-facet. (b) (110)-facet. (c) (111)-facet.
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statistically distributed in the fcc-Cu-lattice meaning direct Ga–
Ga-bonds are already expected for lower Gamolar fractions than
in the ideal, fully ordered crystal. In contrast, the Zn–Zn-bonds
are signicantly more stable, resulting in the a-brass structure
being observed for Zn molar fractions of up to around 0.35–0.4
(see Fig. 2b), when a transition to the bcc-structure (b-Brass) is
observed.
3.2 Slab models

We recently generated Cu slab models representing the
different surfaces of Cu nanoparticles (NPs).93 Here, we used an
analogous approach to investigate Cu–Ga and Cu–Zn surface
structures. The bulk structure of fcc-Cu3Ga (ideal structure of a-
Cu3Ga) was cut at different crystal planes to generate specic
surface facets, namely the low index (100)-, (110)- and (111)-
facets. We ensured for each facet that the surface layer consists
of four atoms. The slab model of all facets consists of 8 layers (4
atoms per layer, 32 atoms in total). Top-view images of the
selected slabs and the specic adsorption sites evaluated are
depicted in Fig. 4. A single colour is used for all atoms, since the
atomic distribution changes for every facet.

Each of the facets has different adsorption sites. The (100)-
facet has three distinct adsorption sites (Fig. 4a): the rst one is
a hollow four-fold site on top of the subsurface atomic site (red
square). The second site is on the top of an atom of the top-most
surface (red circle) and the third site is a bridge site between two
atoms of the top-most layer (red rectangle).

The (110)-facet has four distinct adsorption sites (Fig. 4b):
the rst one is a four-fold site on the hollow site of the top layer
of the surface (blue square), the second site is on top of an atom
of the top-most layer (blue circle), the third one is on the short
bridging site between two atoms (blue rectangle), while the
fourth site is on the long bridge site between two surface atoms
of the top-most layer (blue rectangle with black point).

The (111)-facet has four distinct adsorption sites (Fig. 4c):
the rst one is a three-fold hollow fcc-site (green triangle), the
second site is a three-fold hollow hcp-site (green triangle with
black point), the third site is on top of an atom of the top-most
13448 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458
layer (green circle), and the fourth site is a bridge site between
two atoms of the top-most layer (green rectangle).

For all investigated facets, there are multiple variations of
each distinct adsorption sites for different promoter concen-
trations and spatial distributions. For instance, if one atom in
the surface layer of the (111)-facet is exchanged for Ga, there are
now two different variations for each initial adsorption site
(either adjacent to Ga or not adjacent to Ga). Similar variations
exist for all investigated facets with multiple different variations
for each adsorption site for all promoter concentrations, which
must also be considered when investigating the different slabs.

3.2.1 Promoter atom distribution.Different promoter atom
concentrations were investigated for every evaluated facet for
each alloy (12.5–43.75% Zn for the Cu–Zn-system, 12.5–31.25%
for the Cu–Ga-system) and compared to the pure Cu model. For
low promoter concentrations (up to 25%, (sub)stoichiometric
fcc-alloys), the promoter atoms are evenly distributed within the
Cu-fcc structure to have the best possible representation of the
fcc-Cu3Zn/Cu3Ga structure, i.e. ensuring the best dilution of the
promoters in the fcc-Cu-lattice. For higher promoter concen-
trations (more than 25%, superstoichiometric fcc-alloys), addi-
tional Cu was replaced by the promoters, again ensuring the
best possible dilution of the promoters in the slab models by
minimising promoters as nearest neighbours of each other.

Moreover, we also investigated slab models with different
spatial distribution of the two metals inside the slab models for
different promoter concentrations (i.e., partial or total separa-
tion of the two metals in the slab). This includes partial
enrichment of the promoter on the relaxed surface (e.g., surface
layers with 50% promoter concentrations instead of the only
25%), the diminishment of the promoters on the optimised
surface (e.g., surface layers without promoters instead of the
25% in the ideal structure), or the formation of one or multiple
surface layers of promoters on top of the pure copper structure
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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or (sub)stoichiometric fcc-alloys, among others. This enabled us
to better represent the possible slab models, including fully
alloyed and dealloyed structures and intermediate situations.

We xed the four bottom layers as either stoichiometric fcc-
alloys (Cu3Ga, Cu3Zn, Cu- or Ga-/Zn-terminated) or pure fcc-Cu
layers to correctly subtract the surface energy of the bottom
layers. A selection of some of the used slab models for the Cu–
Zn system is shown in Fig. 5. The Cu–Ga-system slab models are
analogous to the Cu–Zn- ones with Zn exchanged for Ga and the
Fig. 5 Selection of some of the used slab models for the Cu–Zn system
model for the (100)-, (110)- and (111)-facet. The same models with Zn ex
Ga-content higher than 31% were not investigated since the bulk structu
depicted models are: (100)-facet: (a) substoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn (12.5
fcc-Cu3Zn (37.5% Zn). (d) One Zn-layer on pure fcc-Cu. (e) Two Zn-layer
facet: (g) substoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn (12.5% Zn). (h) Stoichiometric fcc
Zn-layer on pure fcc-Cu. (k) Two Zn-layers on pure fcc-Cu. (l) One Zn-lay
Cu3Zn (12.5% Zn). (n) Stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn (25% Zn). (o) Superstoichio
Zn-layers on pure fcc-Cu. (r) Two Zn-layers on stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Z

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
lattice parameters modied according to the values obtained
from bulk fcc-Cu3Ga, ensuring that the promoter concentration
is not too high (lower or equal to 31.25% Ga).

3.2.2 Surface-adsorption of gas-phase adsorbates. The
adsorption of atomic oxygen (O*), atomic hydrogen (H*),
carbon monoxide (CO*), and carbon dioxide ðCO*

2Þ was inves-
tigated for all Cu–Ga and Cu–Zn surfaces by placing the
adsorbate on a selection of the previously described surface
sites while ensuring that the most distinct variations due to
with different promoter concentrations and distributions in the slab
changed for Ga were used for the Cu–Ga-system, but structures with
re would not be fcc based on the mixing energy shown in Fig. 3. The
% Zn). (b) Stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn (25% Zn). (c) Superstoichiometric
s on pure fcc-Cu. (f) One Zn-layer on stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn. (110)-
-Cu3Zn (25% Zn). (i) Superstoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn (37.5% Zn). (j) One
er on stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Zn. (111)-facet: (m) substoichiometric fcc-
metric fcc-Cu3Zn (37.5% Zn). (p) One Zn-layer on pure fcc-Cu. (q) Two
n.
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different promoter concentrations and spatial distributions
were studied, followed by an optimisation. While studying all
variations of all specic surface sites is not possible due to the
high dimensionality of the accessible parameter space, we have
ensured a good representation by selecting many structurally
different surface sites, including different congurations of the
same adsorption site. The adsorption of multiples of the same
adsorbate to investigate different coverages was addressed
analogously by testing multiple distinct structures. The total
number of adsorbates for each structure was lower or equal to
four H*/CO* adsorbed, which corresponds to a H*/CO* surface
coverage between 0.25 and 1 monolayer (ML), lower or equal to
one adsorbed CO*

2 (corresponding to a CO*
2 surface coverage of

0.25 ML) and lower or equal to six O* adsorbed, corresponding
to an O* surface coverage between 0.25 and 1.5 ML. Since we
assumed that oxygen could reconstruct the surface quite
extensively, especially for high coverages, placing O* just onto
the surfaces might not ensure the formation of these oxide-like
overlayers. Thus, we also looked for subsurface variations of the
previously explained O* adsorption sites to ensure extensive
surface reconstruction: we placed oxygen atoms into different
tetrahedral and octahedral sites of the subsurface layers of the
alloy slab. We selected a large number of structurally distinct
surface and subsurface sites for this purpose. The adsorption of
Fig. 6 Most stable surfaces of the stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Ga/fcc-Cu3Zn a
eV) and the equivalent oxygen partial pressure at 500 K (Cu–Zn-system o
unlayered structure with stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Ga/fcc-Cu3Zn alloy (see
layer on substoichiometric fcc-Cu3Ga/fcc-Cu3Zn alloy and the fully layere
and q). The yellow-red area indicates the expected oxygen chemical p
−2.92 eV, corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial pressure below 10−4

hydrogenation conditions (−4.07 eV < mO <−3.93 eV, equivalent to anO2

progressing (R)WGS reaction (yellow for low conversion, red/green for hi
mO, the alloyed structures are more stable (blue part without incline), whil
surface oxidation (violet part with incline).
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the different adsorbates onto the same facets with different
promoters M (M = Ga, Zn) will be discussed rst.
3.3 Surface stability diagrams – how chemical potential (gas
phase composition) affects surface states

One-dimensional surface stability diagrams (SSDs) at 500 K
(COx hydrogenation temperature) were constructed for each
facet and promoter (Ga/Zn) atom distribution in the slab
models considering the adsorption of oxygen (O*), hydrogen
(H*), carbon monoxide (CO*) and carbon dioxide ðCO*

2Þ to
evaluate the surface state of the different model systems in
different atmospheres. The presence of O* is particularly rele-
vant for the CO/CO2 hydrogenations71,72,116 in particular for
a CO2 rich atmosphere as it is rather oxidizing for Ga and Zn
(vide infra); we will thus start with discussing O* adsorption on
the surfaces.

3.3.1 Adsorption of atomic oxygen – O*. Fig. 6 shows the
most stable surfaces of the stoichiometric alloys depending on
the oxygen chemical potential (mO) and equivalent oxygen
partial pressure with corrected surface energies for both the Cu–
Zn-systems (Fig. 6 le) and Cu–Ga-systems (Fig. 6 right). The
yellow-red area indicates the expected mO under CO2 hydroge-
nation conditions (T= 230 °C, pH2

= 15 bar, pCO2
= 5 bar, pAr= 5

bar, −3.11 eV < mO < −2.92 eV, corresponding to an equivalent
O2 partial pressure below 10−48 bar) and the green–yellow area
lloys (25%Ga/Zn) depending on the chemical potential of oxygen (mO in
n the left, Cu-Ga-system on the right). The investigated systems are the
Fig. 5b, h and n), the partially layered structure with one Ga/Zn surface
d structure with twoGa/Zn surface layers on pure fcc-Cu (see Fig. 5e, k
otential (mO) under CO2 hydrogenation conditions (−3.11 eV < mO <
8 bar) while the green-yellow area indicates the expected mO under CO
partial pressure below 10−69 bar) with the colour gradient indicating the
gh conversion; see Fig. 1 as well as Fig. S1, S4 and S5 in the ESI†). At low
e the partially/fully layered structures are more stable at high mO due to

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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indicates the expected mO under CO hydrogenation conditions
(T= 230 °C, pH2

= 15 bar, pCO = 5 bar, pAr = 5 bar,−4.07 eV < mO
< −3.93 eV, corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial pressure
below 10−69 bar). The colour gradient indicates the progressing
(R)WGS-reaction (yellow for low conversion, red/green for high
conversion, compare Fig. 1). Note that the oxygen chemical
potential does not depend linearly on the RWGS-conversion
(compare Fig. S5 in the ESI†). The correction of the surface
energy by correcting the energy of the O2 molecule results in
a shi of the mO where the oxidised surface is more stable than
the reduced surface (called point of oxygen adsorption in the
following text) by around 0.5 eV. Only the corrected surface
energies are shown in Fig. 6; we refer the reader to the ESI† for
the individual surface stability diagrams in oxygen atmosphere
including the uncorrected surface energies.

As shown in Fig. 5, there are multiple congurations with
different spatial distribution for the stoichiometric alloys (25%
Ga/Zn): the fully alloyed structure with stoichiometric fcc-
Cu3Ga/fcc-Cu3Zn alloy (compare Fig. 5b, h and n), the partially
layered structure with one Ga/Zn surface layer on sub-
stoichiometric fcc-Cu3Ga/fcc-Cu3Zn alloy and the fully layered
structure with two Ga/Zn surface layer on pure fcc-Cu (compare
Fig. 5e, k and q). In vacuum (and thus under very low mO, such as
CO hydrogenation conditions without CO2), the alloyed,
unlayered structures are the most stable congurations inde-
pendently of the investigated facet and used promoter, since the
overall alloying energy is negative. If the gas phase becomes
more oxidising (mO increases), the partially and fully alloyed
Fig. 7 Points of oxygen adsorption (lowest mO where the slab model wi
dealloying and surface oxidation depending on the Zn-/Ga-concentrati
pected oxygen chemical potential (mO) under CO2 hydrogenation conditio
pressure below 10−48 bar). The expected mO under CO hydrogenation co
below 10−69 bar) is so low that it is not shown in the plots. The point of o
promoter concentrations. For the Cu–Zn-system, a plateau is reached
additional decrease observed for the highly superstoichiometric alloys
around 20% Ga, with the point of oxygen adsorption increasing for highe

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
structures show a signicantly stronger stabilisation due to
preferred interaction of the promoters with oxygen when
compared to Cu. Thus, if mO increases enough (e.g. CO2 hydro-
genation conditions), dealloying and surface (sub)oxide
formation is observed for both promoters for all investigated
surface facets.

Comparing the points of oxygen adsorption, and thus deal-
loying and surface (sub)oxide formation (formation of GaOx/
ZnOx) reveals some key features of the two promoters. The
surface energies of the alloyed structures are rather similar in
vacuum conditions, with the surface energy of the (111)-facet
being the lowest while the one of the (110)-facet being the
highest, mirroring the results of pure Cu.93 Moreover, while
both promoters stabilise oxygen adsorption, a stronger stabili-
sation of the dealloyed structure is observed for the Cu–Ga-
system than for the Cu–Zn-system. The oxygen adsorption for
the Cu–Ga-system is so strongly stabilised that full dealloying
and surface oxidation becomes thermodynamically favoured
under CO2 hydrogenation conditions, especially for the (110)-
facet, while the Cu–Zn-system should remain fully alloyed.
Nevertheless, the (110)-facet is also the easiest facet to oxidise
for the Cu–Zn-system, and the point of oxygen adsorption is
rather close to the mO expected under CO2 hydrogenation
conditions.

To better understand the dependency of the oxygen
adsorption and (sub)oxide formation on the promoter concen-
tration in the fcc-Cu crystal lattice, we plotted the points of
oxygen adsorption (lowest mO where the slab model with one or
th one or multiple adsorbed O* is more stable than the clean surface),
on in the fcc-Cu crystal lattice. The yellow-red area indicates the ex-
ns (−3.11 eV < mO <−2.92 eV, corresponding to an equivalent O2 partial
nditions (−4.07 eV < mO <−3.93 eV, equivalent to an O2 partial pressure
xygen adsorption generally decreases towards lower mO for increasing
for intermediate promoter concentrations (around 25% Zn), with and
(around 40% Zn). For the Cu–Ga-system, a minimum is reached for
r promoter concentrations. Data on pure Cu taken from Müller et al.93
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multiple adsorbed O* is more stable than the clean surface)
depending on the Zn-/Ga-concentration (Fig. 7). The yellow-red
area indicates the expected mO under CO2 hydrogenation
conditions (−3.11 eV < mO < −2.92 eV, corresponding to an
equivalent O2 partial pressure below 10−48 bar). The expected mO

under CO hydrogenation conditions (−4.07 eV < mO < −3.93 eV,
equivalent to an O2 partial pressure below 10−69 bar) is not
shown in the plots due to its low value. Fig. 7 shows that the
point of oxygen adsorption generally decreases towards lower
mO for increasing promoter concentrations, especially when
compared to pure Cu as reported in our last article.93 The most
stable surfaces of the alloys in an oxygen atmosphere with
different stoichiometries and the individual surface stability
diagrams in oxygen atmosphere are reported in the ESI.†

For the Cu–Zn-system at low promoter concentration (0% <
cZn < 20%), the point of oxygen adsorption decreases linearly as
a function of the promoter concentration. The surface oxidation
is especially stabilised for the (110)-facet, while the two other
facets show rather similar behaviour for the point of oxygen
adsorption. For intermediate promoter concentrations (20% <
cZn < 40%), a plateau is reached, with the point of oxygen
adsorption being mostly independent of the promoter concen-
tration. When the promoter concentration is further increased
(cZn > 40%), the point of oxygen adsorption decreases again, but
only for the (110)-facet. The surface oxidation is so stabilized for
this termination that partial dealloying is predicted under CO2

hydrogenation reaction conditions, while fully reduced/alloyed
surfaces are expected under CO hydrogenation reaction
conditions.

For the Cu–Ga-system at low promoter concentrations (0% <
cGa < 20%), the point of oxygen adsorption again decreases
linearly as a function of the promoter concentration. However,
the Cu–Ga-system shows several key differences compared to
the Cu–Zn-system. First, the linear decrease has a much steeper
slope compared to the Cu–Zn-system, indicating that small
quantities of Ga have a much stronger effect on stabilising the
surface oxidation when compared to Zn. Thus, dealloying and
surface oxidation under CO2 hydrogenation reaction conditions
is expected for the Cu–Ga-system with a Ga-concentration of
around 20% irrespective of the investigated facets, while the
equivalent structures for the Cu–Zn-system remain alloyed and
reduced under the same conditions. Second, while the trends
for the (100)- and (110)-facet are equivalent for both the Cu–Zn-
and Cu–Ga-systems, the (111)-facet shows such a strong stabi-
lisation that fully oxidised surfaces are expected even at a mO

lower than the one expected under CO2 hydrogenation reaction
conditions.

If the promoter concentration increases further, the stabili-
sation is reversed: oxygen adsorption and surface oxidation
becomes less favoured when increasing the promoter concen-
tration, showing that the Cu–Ga-system has an optimal
promoter concentration at around 18.75%; a similar effect has
not been observed for the Cu–Zn-system. This shows that the
Cu–Ga-system is more easily dealloyed and oxidised under CO2

hydrogenation conditions than the Cu–Zn-system; but while the
oxygen adsorption on the Cu–Ga-system has a stronger depen-
dency on the promoter (Ga) concentration, the Cu–Zn-system
13452 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458
seems less affected by higher promoter (Zn) concentrations,
which is similar to what has been observed for the alloy
formation energies (Fig. 3) and mirrors again the results of the
experimental phase diagrams (Fig. 2).

3.3.2 Adsorption of hydrogen. Concerning the hydrogen
adsorption, we plotted the points of hydrogen adsorption
(lowest mH where the slab model with one or multiple adsorbed
H* is more stable than the clean surface) depending on the Zn-/
Ga-concentration in Fig. 8. We refer the reader to the ESI† for
the individual plots of the most stable surfaces of the alloys with
different stoichiometries in a hydrogen atmosphere and the
individual surface stability diagrams. The red/green line indi-
cates mH expected under CO2 or CO hydrogenation conditions
(−0.235 eV < mH < −0.234 eV).

Hydrogen adsorption under CO2 or CO hydrogenation
conditions is exclusively located on the three-fold adsorption
site on three Cu atoms on the (111)-facet, as shown for pure
Cu.93 As a result, adsorption of H* on the (111)-facet is observed
for both the Cu–Ga- and Cu–Zn-systems as long as the three-fold
adsorption site on three Cu atoms is present. This adsorption is
only observed for promoter concentrations up to 25% and if the
promoters are not enriched on the top-most layer. Less
hydrogen adsorption is expected for higher promoter concen-
trations since the promoters disfavour the formation of surface
hydrides. But this effect is rather weak when compared to the
effect of the promoters on oxygen adsorption. As a result,
hydrogen adsorption is still expected under COx hydrogenation
reaction conditions, but the amount of H* decreases as a func-
tion of the promoter concentration. Thus, increasing the
hydrogen partial pressure results in realloying, favouring the
formation of additional three-fold adsorption sites composed
by three Cu atoms. Nevertheless, this only affects the (111)-facet
since the other facets are not modied in the presence of H2.

In summary, while the promoters inuence hydrogen
adsorption, this effect is much weaker than the one observed for
O*, since only one specic adsorption site of the Cu-based alloys
adsorb H* under CO2 or CO hydrogenation conditions. Thus,
the promoters reduce the total amount of adsorbed H*, but
a partial H*-coverage is still observed under COx hydrogenation
conditions.

The feedstock has a much stronger effect on the surface
state: under only CO and H2, no surface oxidation and surface
layer formation is observed, and only hydrogen is adsorbed. In
contrast, if the feedstock contains large quantities of CO2 (and
H2), surface oxidation and dealloying (by surface oxide layer
formation) becomes possible for both promoters, and this effect
is stronger for the Cu–Ga-alloys than for the Cu–Zn- ones;
however, hydrogen adsorption and realloying is still possible
under these conditions. Thus, both oxygen adsorption, surface
oxidation and dealloying (by surface oxide layer formation) as
well as hydrogen adsorption and realloying are thermodynam-
ically feasible under CO2 hydrogenation conditions, which
might result in a highly dynamic system under reaction condi-
tions due to the competing oxidation and reduction processes.
Such highly dynamic processes have already been observed
experimentally using operando TEM while studying the oxida-
tion of hydrogen on a Cu catalyst.117
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Points of hydrogen adsorption (lowest mH where the slab model with one or multiple adsorbed H* is more stable than the clean surface)
depending on the Zn-/Ga-concentration in the fcc-Cu crystal lattice. The red/green line indicates mH expected under CO2 or CO hydrogenation
conditions (−0.235 eV < mH < −0.234 eV). The overall dependency of the hydrogen adsorption on the promoter concentrations is rather low
since H2 adsorption in the range of the mH expected under CO2 or CO hydrogenation conditions is exclusively located on the three-fold
adsorption site on three Cu atoms on the (111)-facet.93 As long as this three-fold adsorption site is present on the (111)-facet (as long as the
promoter concentration is 25% or lower), H* adsorption under reaction conditions is observed. Nevertheless, promoter atoms in close proximity
still decrease hydrogen adsorption.
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3.3.3 Adsorption of CO. The points of CO adsorption
(lowest mCO where the slab model with one or multiple adsorbed
CO* is more stable than the clean surface) depending on the
Zn-/Ga-concentration are shown in Fig. 9. We refer the reader to
the ESI† for the individual plots. The yellow-red area indicates
mCO expected under CO2 hydrogenation conditions (XCO2

= 1,
−2.00 eV < mCO < −0.96 eV) with the colour gradient indicating
the progressing RWGS-reaction (yellow for low conversion, red
for high conversion; mCO increases with increasing the RWGS
conversion). The green line indicates the expected mCO under
CO hydrogenation conditions (XCO2

= 0, mCO = −0.882) with no
changes for mCO with progressing WGS-conversion.

CO adsorption shows a similar trend to hydrogen adsorp-
tion: CO* adsorbs almost excursively on the adsorption sites
composed by only Cu, however, the facet-dependency is much
weaker for CO adsorption than for hydrogen adsorption, i.e. CO
adsorption is also observed for facets other than the (111)-facet.
Similarly to hydrogen adsorption, the CO*-coverage on the
surface decreases when the promoter contraction increases.
Nevertheless, in contrast to the formation of surface H*, the
promoters also inuence the point of CO adsorption, predicting
CO*-free surfaces for both the Cu–Ga- and Cu–Zn-systems
under CO2 hydrogenation conditions for small quantities of
either promoter. Higher promoter concentrations (>25%)
further decrease CO adsorption, meaning CO*-free surfaces are
predicted even under CO hydrogenation conditions.

CO adsorption on the other facets follows the same trend, but
the initial decrease in CO adsorption upon adding promoters is
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
stronger than for the (111)-facet. Again, this can be explained by
the spatial distribution of the promoter in the slabs: Zn or Ga
added to the (100)- and (110)-facet of Cu are preferentially located
on the surface, preventing CO adsorption on the preferred sites
composed by only Cu atoms. Thus, both the (100)- and (110)-
facet of the CuGa- and CuZn-alloys are expected to remain free of
adsorbed CO* even under CO hydrogenation reaction condi-
tions, while the equivalent structure of pure Cu is expected to be
covered with a substantial amount of CO*.

In summary, we showed that both Ga and Zn signicantly
decrease CO adsorption under COx hydrogenation reaction
conditions, especially if the promoters are located on the
outmost layer of the slab. The (111)-facet of the alloys is the only
facet that can still adsorb CO* under COx hydrogenation reac-
tion conditions for low promoter concentrations (<25%), and
this adsorption is located exclusively on the three-fold adsorp-
tion site composed by three Cu atoms. Since hydrogen
adsorption is also located on the same adsorption site, CO and
hydrogen adsorption compete under reaction conditions, with
the latter being thermodynamically slightly more favoured over
CO adsorption. As a result, CO in the active atmosphere helps
promoting realloying, and might increase the dynamics of the
system under reaction conditions (both oxygen adsorption,
surface oxidation and dealloying and hydrogen/CO adsorption
and realloying being simultaneously possible). Nevertheless, if
the atmospheric concentration of CO becomes to high, CO* can
replace large quantities of adsorbed H* on the particle surface,
thus presumably reducing the overall activity of the catalysts.
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458 | 13453



Fig. 9 Points of CO adsorption (lowest mCO where the slab model with one or multiple adsorbed CO* is more stable than the clean surface)
depending on the Zn-/Ga-concentration in the fcc-Cu crystal lattice. The yellow-red area indicates mCO expected under CO2 hydrogenation
conditions (XCO2

= 1,−2.00 eV < mCO <−0.96 eV) with the colour gradient indicating the progressing RWGS-reaction (yellow for low conversion,
red for high conversion; mCO increases with increasing RWGS conversion). The green line indicates the expected mCO under CO hydrogenation
conditions (XCO2

= 0, mCO = −0.882) with no changes for mCO with progressing WGS-conversion.
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3.3.4 Adsorption of CO2. Similarly to what was found for
pure Cu,93 none of the investigated stoichiometries and facets
adsorbs CO2 in their metallic state. But if the promoters are
oxidised to their respective (sub)oxides, CO2 adsorption at the
metal–oxide interface should be facilitated, similarly to what
was shown for Cu NPs supported on non-reducible oxide
supports.68,92 For a more in-depth discussion of CO2 adsorption
under CO2 and CO hydrogenation conditions, we refer the
reader to the ESI.†

3.4 Effect of gas phase composition – comparing CO2 vs. CO
hydrogenation conditions

The oxygen chemical potential (mO) at which oxygen starts
adsorbing depending on the promoter concentration (Fig. 7)
shows that for mO corresponding to CO2 hydrogenation condi-
tions (XCO2

= 1, XCO = 0, −3.11 eV < mO < −2.92 eV corre-
sponding to pO2

< 10−48 bar at 500 K, yellow-red area), the
surface facets of the Cu–Ga-alloy slabs are at least partially
covered with O* under reaction conditions. Thus, while the
pure Cu surfaces are expected to be fully reduced under reaction
conditions,93 adding Ga to the slab signicantly increases the
oxygen affinity of the system. As a result, a partial or full Ga
oxide overlayer is predicted under CO2 hydrogenation condi-
tions for the Cu–Ga alloys. This can signicantly inuence the
catalyst reactivity (from increased selectivity to reduced
activity72). The formation of GaOx-island on metallic Cu under
CO2 hydrogenation conditions has indeed been observed
experimentally for selected model systems using STEM and
XPS.118 In contrast, if mO decreases signicantly, as predicted for
pure CO hydrogenation conditions (XCO2

= 0, XCO = 1, −4.07 eV
13454 | Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458
< mO < −3.93 eV, equivalent to pO2
< 10−69 bar at 500 K), oxygen

adsorption is no longer favourable. For a mixture of CO2 and CO
(0.1 < XCO2

< 0.9), mO increases linearly as a function of XCO2
(as

described in Fig. 1). As a result, if small quantities of CO2 are
present in the gas feed, oxygen adsorption is possible under
reaction conditions, but depends quite strongly on XCO2

.
Zn shows a similar effect as Ga as a promoter in the slab; it

signicantly increases the oxygen affinity of the alloy when
compared to pure Cu. But the Cu–Zn-system is more reluctant
towards oxygen adsorption than the Cu–Ga-system. Thus, while
the Cu–Zn-system is expected to form Zn (sub-)oxide layers on
top of the slab models under CO2 hydrogenation reaction
conditions, less surface oxidation is predicted based on our
calculations. As a result, partially reduced Zn layers and alloyed
surfaces are expected under CO2 hydrogenation conditions,
which is consistent with experimental results.71 For the effect of
the feedstock composition, the same trend as for the Cu–Ga-
system is observed: Reducing the amount of CO2 in the feed-
stock decreases mO, which results in less adsorbed O* and more
reduced surfaces.

The effect of the other adsorbates (H* and CO*) is opposite
to O*: the mH/mCO at which hydrogen/CO starts adsorbing
depends on the promoter concentration. Fig. 8 and 9 show that
adding Ga or Zn to the slab surface decreases the adsorption of
H* and CO* on the slab. In addition, since the adsorption is
preferred on sites composed only by Cu, adding H2/CO to the
feedstock decreases the dealloying and surface oxidation (as
observed for oxygen adsorption) while stabilising the reduced
and alloyed slabs. As a result, both dealloying and realloying
processes are thermodynamically possible under COx
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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hydrogenation conditions with the preferred state depending
on the gas phase compositions (associated with mO, mH and
mCO): more CO2 results in higher mO andmore oxidised surfaces,
while less CO2 leads to a lower mO and more reduced surfaces.
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 1, the initial decrease in mO due to
replacing CO2 with CO is rather small (the same applies to mH

and mCO), resulting in small changes of the surface state of the
catalyst if the gas phase still contains small quantities of CO2

(compare Table S1 in the ESI†). Thus, unless all CO2 is removed
from the feedstock, surface oxidation remains possible under
COx hydrogenation conditions.
3.5 Comparison of Ga and Zn as promoters

Comparing Ga and Zn as promoters for Cu reveals key simi-
larities and differences. Solid solutions for both Ga and Zn in
Cu are known, both having an fcc-crystal structure for high
enough Cu concentrations (Fig. 2) with the promoters (Ga/Zn)
being statistically distributed by randomly replacing Cu in the
fcc-Cu crystal lattice with the promoters. The top-most layer of
the surface is rich in Zn or Ga (in the respective alloys) and both
promoters facilitate oxygen adsorption when compared to pure
copper, favouring partial or full dealloying and forming partial
or fully oxidized GaOx/ZnOx surface layers. Also, both promoters
decrease hydrogen and CO adsorption, especially in the absence
of surface sites composed only of Cu atoms.

However, our study also highlights the differences between
Zn and Ga as promoters. The stabilisation due to alloying is
much larger for the fcc-CuGa solid solution in comparison to
the equivalent fcc-CuZn solid solution for low promoter (Ga/Zn)
concentration, as seen in the alloy energies in Fig. 3. But sta-
bilisation due to the formation of a fcc-solid solution is only
observed for Ga-contents below 25%, while there is a net sta-
bilisation for the Cu–Zn-system up to a Zn-content of 50%.
Partial or full surface oxidation under CO2 hydrogenation
reaction conditions is expected for the Cu–Ga-system (depend-
ing on the feedstock compositions), while the Cu–Zn-system is
expected to be partially oxidised at most.
4 Conclusions

In this article, we used DFT calculations in combination with ab
initio atomistic thermodynamics to investigate the surface
coverage of multiple key adsorbates on several surfaces for both
the fcc-CuGa and fcc-CuZn solid solution with different stoi-
chiometric compositions evaluating different spatial distribu-
tions of the two metals in the slab. Our calculations predict that
both systems form fcc-solid solutions when the promoter
concentration is low enough, with fcc-CuZn being stable for
much higher Zn-concentrations than its corresponding Ga-
equivalent, in agreement with the experimental phase
diagrams. The outmost surface layers of the built surface
models are the most impactful on the surface energy and
surface coverage, while the subsurface layers have a rather low
overall inuence on them.

We also show that when Ga and Zn are on the surface,
oxygen adsorption is more favoured compared to pure copper
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
due to formation of surface (sub)oxides. This is especially
pronounced for the Cu–Ga-system, in which the stabilisation is
so strong that under pure CO2 and mixed CO2/CO hydroge-
nation reaction conditions (small but signicant quantities of
CO2 present in the gas phase), partial to full dealloying and
oxidation of all surface Ga to GaOx is possible. This effect is
much weaker for the Cu–Zn-system, so that only partial deal-
loying and oxidation to surface ZnOx is possible under pure
CO2 and mixed CO2/CO hydrogenation reaction conditions
with some Zn retained in its metallic form, while all Ga is at
least partially oxidised and no metallic Ga is expected. In
contrast, the pure Cu-system was shown to be fully reduced
under reaction conditions.93 This trend agrees well with
experimental data, where Ga is fully oxidised and Zn is
partially oxidised under pure CO2 and mixed CO2/CO hydro-
genation reaction conditions.71,72

Regarding hydrogen/CO adsorption, we showed that the
stability of surface H*/CO* is lower on both the fcc-CuGa and
fcc-CuZn solid solutions in comparison to pure Cu, being
especially pronounced in the absence of adsorption sites
composed by only Cu atoms (observed for high promoter
concentrations close to the surface), since both adsorbates
exclusively adsorb on surface sites adjacent to multiple Cu
atoms under CO2 and CO hydrogenation reaction conditions. As
a result, both hydrogen and CO adsorption result in surface
reduction and thus realloying of the surface slabs, but the
stability of the resulting surface H*/CO* depends strongly on
the active atmosphere. Finally, the adsorption of molecular CO2

is not observed on any of the investigated facets/
stoichiometries.

Concerning the inuence of the active atmosphere, we
showed that the CO/CO2 hydrogenation conditions, usually
perceived as rather reducing due to the presence of large
quantities of hydrogen gas, are actually quite oxidising for both
Zn and especially for Ga. This oxidising potential can be tuned
by modifying the ratio of CO2 to CO in the feed gas. Only pure
CO/H2-feeds are reducing enough so that fully reduced alloys
are thermodynamically preferred under reaction conditions,
while the addition of small quantities of CO2 increases the
oxygen chemical potential (mO) so much that the formation of
ZnOx and GaOx surface species become thermodynamically
possible, likely forming a dynamic system enabling oxidation
and reduction processes to occur at the same time.

The use of small quantities of CO2 to accelerate the hydro-
genation of CO in an industrial setting is well-known and is
mainly attributed to the inuence of CO2 onto the reaction
kinetics. We propose an alternative and complementary expla-
nation based on thermodynamic properties: having small
amounts of CO2 in the feed increases the oxygen chemical
potential, resulting in a more oxidising atmosphere, which
favours the formation of Zn or Ga (sub)oxides, and thereby
generates interfacial sites between Cu and MOx directly on the
metal surface, which could promote methanol formation
similarly to the mechanism observed for the interface of Cu
with non-reducible supports.68,92 This site formation depends
on the gas phase composition, since the partial pressures of the
individual adsorbates determine their specic chemical
Chem. Sci., 2022, 13, 13442–13458 | 13455
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potentials under reaction conditions and thus their interplay
with the catalytic surface. Without any CO2, no active sites are
formed, while a pure CO2 feed is so oxidising that a closed oxide
overlayer can form without any accessible Cu sites remaining,
an aspect especially pronounced for Ga. Thus, carefully tuning
the reaction conditions is of high importance for both the
catalytic activity and stability under reaction conditions, at par
with catalyst composition and particle preparation.

In conclusion, we found that Ga and Zn as promoters in Cu-
based CO/CO2 hydrogenation signicantly inuence the inter-
action of the catalyst with the gas phase. Both fcc-CuGa and fcc-
CuZn solid solutions show increased oxygen adsorption but
reduced hydrogen and CO adsorption with respect to pure Cu,
especially for high promoter concentrations. The gas phase
composition can in return strongly interplay with the particle
surface and form a dynamic equilibrium relevant for the reac-
tion mechanism. Nevertheless, such effects are impossible to
capture using static DFT, highlighting the need for dynamic
calculations such as ab initiomolecular dynamics of discrete Cu
alloy particles to investigate the dynamics of the catalyst struc-
ture under reaction conditions. We are currently pursuing this
effort and will disclose our work in due course.
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